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1. INTRODUCTION

Estuaries and coastal areas are among the most biologically productive (1) and

economically important areas of the seas (2). The microbiota are intrinsically

involved in the productivity of these systems through their participation in the

flow of energy and cycling of materials (3). Coastal areas are also sites of
discharge and accumulaton of a range of environmental contaminants (Fig. 8.1)

(4,5).
The interactions of contaminants and the resident microbiota are often over-

looked or given only cursory consideration in many environmental toxicological

studies. However, environmental contaminants may affect microbiological ac-

tivities. Biotic effects can range from stimulation to inhibition, depending on the

form and concentration of the contaminant. If pollutants are either acutely or

chronically toxic to part or all of the microbial population, alterations in the

normal pathways of carbon, energy flow, and productivity within a system may

be expected. The microbiota can affect the fate of many contaminants by con-

tributing to their removal through uptake, degradation, (for organic contami-

nants) (Fig. 8.2) or transformation (for metals) (Fig. 8.3). However, excessive

toxification can impair the capacity of a particular system to detoxify itself,
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Fig. 8.1. Generalized scheme of contaminant input, dynamics, and removal in coastal waters

particularly in sediments where contaminants accumulate to relatively high lev-
els. For toxics not susceptible to microbial degradation, or for which toxicity is
aggravated by microbial transformations, effects can persist indefinitely with
concomitant alterations in overall community structure and function.

At present, however, information on the types of interactions between the
natural microbes of coastal areas and environmental contaminants is relatively
sparse, making it difficult to generalize or to predict the fate and effects of
contaminant compounds in affected areas. In this chapter we discuss the nature
and range of some of the interactions that can occur between the microbiota and
environmental contaminants and the implications of such interactions.

1.1. Habitats and Populations

Distinct populations of microorganisms inhabit the water column and sedi-
ments of coastal and estuarine areas. For example, viable bacteria in shallow,
surficial sediments range in numbers between 10e and 1010 cells per cc of sed-
iment (6,7). In contrast, the densities of bacteria in overlying waters are typically
about 106 to 107 cells per cc (8,9), or about 100 to 10,000 times less per unit
volume. Physiological differences between sediment and water column bacteria
are also striking. our understanding of the important ecological roles of each
population has accelerated dramatically during the recent past. In addition to
differences in microbial population densities and physiologies, the spectrum and
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Fig. 8.3. Generalized scheme of metal contaminant dynamics in coastal waters, with emphasis on

interations with the microbiota.

concentrations of contandnants are quite different in sediments compared with
the water column (5,10-12).

1.1.1 Water Column Bacteria

The recognition of the "microbial loop" over the last two decades as a major
pathway of carbon and energy flow has focused attention on the ecological
importance of marine bacterioplankton (13-15) (Fig. 8.4). Recent research sug-

gests that the productivity of heterotrophic bacterioplankton is on the order of
lOVo to 60Vo of the productivity of phytoplankton (9,16). Heterotrophic bacte-

rioplankton derive their energy and carbon primarily from components of the

dissolved organic carbon (DOC) pool (17), which is presumably resupplied by
direct algal excretion or from cellular lysis. For labile components of the DOC
pool, microbially mediated turnover can be extremely rapid. For instance, some

amino acid pools in coastal waters can have residence times of minutes to hours
(18).

The energy captured by heterotrophic bacterioplankton becomes available to
higher trophic levels after transfer through one or more levels of microzooplank-
ton. Because of energy losses associated with multiple trophic transfers, it is still
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Fig. 8.4. ,r" .,.;:J;op" of coastal waters, with emphasis on contaminant interactions.

unclear as to whether energy flow through the microbial loop is a significant

source for higher trophic levels (e.g., ref. 19). In any event, the flow of carbon

and energy through bacterioplankton is quantitatively important and of direct

relevance to contaminant dynamics.

Coastal bacterioplankton participate directly in the cycling of nitrogen and

other nutrient elements. For nitrogen (N) and phosphorus (P), water column

bacteria had been thought to be responsible for much of the regeneration of
inorganic N and P from dissolved organic N (DON) and P (DOP) (20). However'

several recent observations (2I-24), coupled with consideration of bacterial

growth rates, growth efficiencies, and the C to N content of bacteria relative to

dissolved organic matter (DOM) (25), have prompted reassessment of this gen-

eralization. A developing consensus suggests that bacterioplankton may compete

with phytoplankton for inorganic nitrogen resources in many instances.

1.1.2. Sediment Microbiota

Sedimentary microorganisms occupy an equally central role in regulating the

turnover and degradation of organic material, both natdral and synthetic, that is

deposited in coastal systems. These microorganisms are also key participants in

the major biogeochemical cycles of C, N, P, and S (3). In shallow waters' they

affect the overlying water column by driving the efflux of ammonium, niffite,

and nitrate (26,27) . Sediment microbes may also be an important food source for
deposit-feeding infauna (28,29). Thus accumulation of biologically active con-

taminants may influence diverse microbial roles in the sediments'

Organic carbon catabolism is probably the most important ecological function

of the benthic microbiota (3). The oxidation of a broad range of natural and
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Fig. 8.5, Potential respiratory electron acceptors in marine sediments.

exotic organic compounds is mediated by a variety of physiologically distinct
sediment bacteria. The quantity and quality of organic material input to a sedi-
mentary environment, the abundance of electron acceptors, and the activities of
bioturbating infauna all interact to determine the relative importance of different
and sometimes competing processes in heterotrophic carbon cycling in marine
sediments (30,31).

At the sediment surface, organic material is first catabolized by aerobic bac-
teria, many of which are individually capable of complete oxidation of a wide
range of organic compounds. Oxygen provides the highest free energy yield of
potential electron acceptors (32). The extent of O, penetration into a sediment
depends on its rate of downward diffusion (33,34) and on its downward advec-
tion by bioturbation (35). Where the organic load is moderate, or in cozuse-

$ained sediments, O, may diffuse to several centimeters depth, and aerobic
respfuation may account for the bulk of carbon oxidation (36).

In areas of high organic input, O, may be utilized so rapidly as to be unde-
tectable in surface sediments (33). In the absence of 0r, other, less energetically
favorable electron acceptors are used (Fig. 8.5) (32,37). The substrate specificity
of anaerobes is more restricted than that of aerobes, and complete oxidation of
complex substrates requires several steps and the combined activities of a variety
of distinct bacterial types (Fig. 8.6), including various fermentative, nitrate
reducting, sulfate reducting, and methanogenic bacteria. In most anaerobic
coastal and estuarine sediments, sulfate reduction predominates and can account
for up to 5OVo of the total C oxidation in coastal sediments (38).
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Fig. 8.6. The anaerobic food chain of aquatic sediments (adapted from ref. 307).

1.1.3. Sediment-Water Column lnteractions

One feature of coastal and estuarine areas, compared to off-shelf open ocean

waters, is a relatively close coupling of processes between the water column and

sediments. A shallow water column ensures that a substantial proportion of
pelagic primary productivity reaches the sediments (39). Particle flux to the

sediments, both organic and inorganic, mediates the transfer of many particle-

reactive contaminants (40). In shallow areas, wave action and turbulence may

reach the bottom, causing periodic resuspension of sediments and their associ-

ated matter into the water column. Benthic metabolism may drive the net efflux
of regenerated inorganic nutrients across the sediment water interface (26,27).

1 . 1 .4. Bacteri al AttachmenilSu bstrate Avai labi I ity

The state of attachment of bacterial populations to solid surfaces with respect

to their access to sorbed or dissolved inorganic and organic substrates is an area

of fundamental importance in microbial ecology (41 ,42). It is also of direct

relevance when considering the interactions of the microbiota and contaminants

from both a toxicological and degradative point of view.
Populations of bacteria in the water column are often characterized as either

attached or unattached to suspended particulate matter (Fig. 8.4) (43). Recent

research indicates that free-living (unattached) bacteria in the water column may

be metabolically more important with respect to the utilization of DOC (43-45).
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For more complex polymeric organics (46) and organics sorbed to particu-
lates, however, the relative importance of attached and free-living populations is
less clear. In a recent review of the interplay of bacterial adhesion to surfaces and
substrate utilization, van Loosdrecht et al. (47) noted that while surfaces could
affect microbial substrate utilization rates either positively or negatively, there is
no conclusive evidence that adhesion directly influences bacterial metabolism
because of structural modification. Hence, for particle-active contaminants (see
below), both attached and free-living populations in the water column may play
a role in contaminant uptake, transformation, and transfer to the sediments.

In the sediments, bacterial attachment may be the norm, with numbers of
free-living "interstitial" bacteria small compared with those sorbed to the sed-
iment matrix (48). This itself has important implications with regard to the
relative availability of sorbed contaminants to bacterial populations of sediments
(see Secton 2.1.2.).

1.2. Pollutant Types

Most coastal areas are affected to some degree by past and ongoing inputs of
contaminants. Anthropogenically generated pollutants, derived from various do-
mestic, industrial, and agricultural activities (12), arive in the coastal environ-
ment through direct point-source discharge, sludge dumping, runoff, atmo_
spheric deposition, and groundwater flow (10).

Several major classes of anthropogenic contaminants that are relevant to
microbial processes are found in the coastal marine environment (Fig. g.7).
These include excess inorganic nutrients, heavy metals, and bulk organics, as
well as specific organic contaminants such as petroleum hydrocarbons and pes-
ticides. Pathogenic microorganisms constitute yet another form of anthropogenic
contamination that may interact with the natural biota (49). From an anthropo-
centric point of view, the natural microbiota may themselves also be viewed, at
times, as pollutants.

1.2.1. lnorganic Nutrients

Inorganic nutrients, particularly forms of N, are often thought to be an im-
portant factor limiting primary productivity in coastal waters (50,51). Recent
reports have concluded that phosphorus may be the key limiting nutrient in some
environments (e.9., 52-54). In any event, nutrient loading is pervasive in many
coastal areas, deriving from both point (e.g., sewage) and diffuse (e.g., agi-
cultural) sources (51,55). Nutrient saturation may prevail in some cases (e.g.,
ref. 56). In general, inorganic inputs are not directly toxic to the indigenous
biota. However, they can promote excessive algal growth. concomitant with
such growth is stimulated bacterial heterotrophy, which may contribute to the
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development of hypoxia or anoxia in the aftermath of algal blooms, even off-
shore (57).

The microbiota are extensively involved in various aspects of the natural
cycling of N and P. Other microbial transformations of nitrogen may be "N
limited" (e.g., nitrification). Hence, N loading can have profound effects on the

relative importance of various N cycle reactions (e.9., refs. 58,59). Besides

absolute loading, the relative input of N and P (r.e., the N/P ratio) is an important
parameter. Departures from natural input ratios can elicit biotic responses such

as shifts in species composition as well as the relative importance of particular
pathways of limiting nutrients (60).

1.2.2. Heavy Metals

Heavy metals derive from various industrial and domestic discharges (61). In
coastal waters, metals are often associated with particulate phases in the water
column, or are enriched in surface sediments (11,62). The particular form of a
metal has direct influence on its environmental mobility (63) and toxicity (64).

While many metals are essential trace nutrients and may at times be limiting
(e.g., Fe), high concentrations can disrupt cellular function and metabolism. A
number of bacterial activities can affect metal speciation and availability (Figs.

8.3,8.5).

1.2.3. Bulk Organics

Large quantities of organic matter are discharged in sewage effluents, as well
as from industrial waste sources (e.g., pulp mills, seafood processing) (55). As
with algal blooms, organic loading can stimulate excessive heterotrophy and lead

to hypoxia or anoxia (e.g., ref. 64).

1.2.4. Organic Contaminants

A wide range of organic contaminants enters the coastal seas (Fig. 8.7). These

include some relatively long-lived petroleum-derived aliphatic or aromatic hy-

drocarbons, chlorinated pesticides, preservatives, and insulators (4,12,65). An
increasing portion of the contaminant flux includes the more labile substitutes for
persistent herbicides and pesticides, including various organophosphates, car-

bamates, and triazenes.
Hydrophobic organic pollutants partition rapidly onto particles (66-68). In

the water column, particle assimilation can account for substantial flux of these

contaminants into the biota (69). High sedimentation rates in coastal areas results

in enrichment of such compounds in sediments (12). Marine sediments can

become long-term sinks for organic contaminants if they are not degraded. The
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Fig. 8.7. Representative classes of contaminant (adapted from ref. 308)

sediments subsequently become sources of contamination to the water column
upon re-release through sediment resuspension (70,71).

Chlorinated hydrocarbons such as DDT and PCBs have been long-standing
concerns in coastal marine waters. Despite the severe restriction and reduction in
their use, significant residues still remain in many coastal sediments (72). Rec-
ognition of their potential to be reductively degraded in anaerobic environments
has infused new interest in their environmental dynamics (see Section 3.2.2.).
Petroleum hydrocarbon contamination, in contrast, is of continually increasing
concern in coastal envi-ronments.

1.2.5. Pathogenic Microorganisms
The presence in coastal waters of viable populations of the microbial patho-

gens of humans has been demonstrated over the last several decades (e.g., refs.
73,74). While many may be recently introduced in sewage effluents, some
appear to be part of the resident microbial flora. The interaction of these popu-
lations with the microbiota at large is as yet undefined.

1.2.6. Microbial Pollutants

The natural microbiota of coastal waters may also be viewed as a source of
contaminants. Biofouling of economically valuable surfaces (e.g., ships' bot-
toms, heat exchanger tubes) by growth of bacteria and protists is perceived as a
nuisance. Excess growth of microbial populations at the expense of organic
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or inorganic inputs and the associated oxygen demand contribute to hypoxia/
anoxia. Sulfide produced by sulfate respirers also augments O, demand and is

directly toxic to metazoans. Furthermore, sulfate respiration promotes corrosion
of metal surfaces.

With the current interest in global warming, the role of the coastal ocean in
the production and/or consumption of radiatively important trace gases (RITG)
has gained attention. Present estimates suggest that coastal areas are sources of
methane (CH4) (75), nitrous oxide (NrO) (76), and dimethyl sulfide (DMS) (77),

all derived through microbial processes. Thus the coastal microbiota may have

an important role in global climate change.

1.3. lnteractions

The ways in which contaminants can influence natural marine microbial pop-

ulations are as varied as the specific pollutants themselves and the environments

across which they occur. Contaminants can affect a variety of metabolic func-
tions of marine microorganisms (Fig. 8.8) and can be stimulatory, inhibitory, or
neutral. Thus the rate of a specific biochemical process or geochemical trans-

formation mediated by bacteria may be increased, decreased, or unaltered rela-
tive to the same process or transformation in the absence of the contaminant.

Of course, given the broad spectrum of contaminants and the complex as-

semblages of bacteria, there is no a priori reason to suspect that responses to
environmental contaminants are homogenous or harmonious within any micro-
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bial population. While the observation of changes in the rate of a single process

in the presence of a contaminant is often assumed to reflect cause and effect
between the pollutant and the process (or even the entire microbial population),
a direct causal mechanism should not be assumed unless it can be unequivocally
shown (e. g . , at the biochemical or molecular level). Because of possible phys-
icochemical interactions between a pollutant and its environment, potential mul-
tiple cellular-level sites of action, and the antagonistic. synergistic, or neutral-
izing effects of multiple pollutants or of naturally occurring organics, the
observed effects may reflect only an integrated or indirect response.

1.3.1. Stimulation

A variety of factors may contribute to the stimulation of bacterial populations.
Heterotrophic growth stimulation can result from the addition of bulk organics
and may be traced to a subset of organic substrates that are readily metabolized.
Stimulation of populations or subpopulations can occur indirectly through the
abatement of competitive interactions or through the reduction in predation as a

result of restricted toxicity of contaminants (e.9., refs. 78,79).
Alternately, macro- or micronutrients that stimulate algal growth and excre-

tion or that are directly limiting to bacterial populations can also stimulate pop-
ulation growth. Numerous inorganic compounds can serye as electron donors or
acceptors in respiratory pathways (30-32). Addition of these compounds to the
environment can result in a surge in growth of subpopulations. Certain micro-
organisms may have unusual nutrient requirements (e.9., Mo and high Fe in
Nr-fixing bacteria), the shortage of which would otherwise limit their prepon-
derence in a given environment (e.9., ref. 80).

1.3.2. lnhibition

Many of the contaminants discharged into coastal water can have direct tox-
icological effects on the biota. These effects can be either broad, affecting
common metabolic pathways or functions, or nilrow, affecting specific physi
ological groups. Narrow spectrum effects can be expected to alter competitive or
mutualistic relationships.

1.3.3. Microbial Translormations

Microbial transformations of contaminants linked to metabolism can change

the form, phase, or redox state of the contaminants (81). The result of microbial
metabolism of a contaminant, with respect to its environmental impact, may be

neutral. Conversely, metabolism may either alleviate or aggrevate the toxicity of
particular compounds. The effect of microbial metabolism on contaminants may
be either direct or indirect. Complete catabolism of an aliphatic hydrocarbon to
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CO2 and H2O would represent a direct transformation, whereas sequestration or

chelation of a metal by microbial metabolites (e.g., via organic complexation or

HS- precipitation) would be indirect.

During both anabolic and catabolic metabolism, inorganic elements are in-

terconverted with organic forms with corresponding phase and redox transfor-

mations of particular elements. Thus the microbiota modify the form of an

element in the environment and thereby contribute to its dynamics. Fortuitous

transformation, not linked to metabolism, may also occur. Cometabolism of
organic compounds (82) or redox conversion of non-nutritional metals (81) are

both known to take Place.

2. POLLUTANT EFFECTS ON NATURAL
MICROBIAL POPULATIONS

Many of the compounds referred to in Figure 8.7. have demonstrated effects

on various microbial populations. However, it is not our objective to provide a

comprehensive review of the effects of all of these contaminants on natural

populations of aquatic bacteria. Rather, we restrict our discussion primarily to

petroleum and organochlorine contaminants and to their effects on the microbiota

of *utin" ecosystems, an interaction often overlooked in toxicological studies.

2.1. Petroleum HYdrocarbons

Hydrocarbon contaminants have probably received the most attention among

pollutants occurring in coastal marine systems. Most of the 6.1 million metric

tons of petroleum hydrocarbons estimated to be discharged to the oceans annu-

ally passes through the coastal zone, either directly as the environment of dep-

osition or indirectly as the environment of transit (83). Hydrocarbons in the

coastal zone derive from both chronic (river and urban run-off) and acute (ac-

cidental releases from their production and transport) inputs. Hydrocarbons gen-

erally enter coastal environments as complex petroleum mixtures (Fig. 8.9).

Among the petroleum hydrocarbons, the polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbons

(PAHs), a series of compounds composed of fused aromatic rings, have received

particular attention, as they are potent mutagens and carcinogens (84). PAHs are

produced through petroleum refining, coal coking, and the incomplete combus-

iion of fossil fuels (85-87). Several studies have specifically documented their

increased flux to coastal environments as a result of atmospheric deposition and

runoff (4,65).
Physicochemical factors affect the impact of petroleum hydrocarbons on wa-

ter column and sediment bacteria, food webs, and biogeochemical processes' As
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Fig. 8.9. Representative classes of petroleum hydrocarbons

for many organic pollutants, the bulk of petroleum hydrocarbons initially intro-
duced into the water column rapidly becomes associated with hydrophobic or-
ganic matter and suspended particulates (5,66), with most nonvolatiles being
deposited to sediments (Fig. 8.1). The component of petroleum that is not
dissolved, sorbed, or volatilized, i.e., the emulsion or "mousse," will usually
be subjected to a similar fate in the sediment but through direct sinking of the
mass rather than through adsorption to particles.

Before any physiological response, either toxicological or degradative, can be
observed, contact between the bacterium and the hydrocarbon molecule(s) (ei-
ther dissolved or in the colloidal/particulate or emulsified form) must presumably
occur. In the case of hydrocarbons, mechanisms such as direct attachment of
cells to oil globules (88), solubilization of globules to dissolved hydrocarbon
components by extracellular enzymes in solution (89), uptake of hydrocarbons
directly from the dissolved phase (90), and the inclusion ofhydrocarbons into the
bacterial cytoplasm (91) have been postulated. However, data are scant on the
actual mechanisms of hydrocarbon transport or on the form in which hydrocar-
bons (1.e., parent molecules, intermediate metabolities, or low-molecular-weight
metabolites from initial extracellular metabolism) are transported across the cell
membrane.
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2.1.1. Eftects on Water Column Bacteria
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Studies of the effects of petroleum hydrocarbons on water column bacteria

have primarily examined the alteration of growth and heterotrophic activity.
These studies have focused on either petroleum mixtures or individual aliphatic
or aromatic constituents of petroleum.

The limited information available suggests that the growth and metabolism of
natural, unacclimated (through prior exposure) bacterioplankton populations are

sensitive to even relatively low-level exposures to hydrocarbons. Several studies
(92,93) reported the inhibition of heterotrophic utilization and uptake of tac-

glucose and other model substrates by natural water column populations (c/., ref .

94). Processed oils were more toxic than crude oils, and the bacterial populations
showed little capacity for acclimation to the oils even after considerable periods

of exposure (30 days) to low concentrations (10 pg/liter) (92'). Proteolytic,
cellulolytic, chitinolytic, and lipolytic enzymatic activities (95) and amino acid

turnover (96) have also been reported to be adversely affected by crude oils.
Differences among these studies may be attributed to the speciflc type of oil used

as well as to the geographically divergent microbial populations.

Studies focusing on the speciflc soluble components of petroleum complement

research examining the effect of oil and have helped to provide inferences as to

the identity of those components responsible for apparent responses to mixtures.
Specific dissolved aromatic hydrocarbons decreased the growth of cultures of
marine bacteria, with more soluble compounds having greater effect (97). Fur-
thermore, hydroxylated intermediate metabolites having greater solubility de-

creased growth more than the parent compound. Thus complex mixtures of
hydrocarbons of varying toxicity can develop as speciflc components of oil
mixtures are sequentially degraded. The inhibition of growth in a coastal isolate

was a function of increased hydrocarbon concentration in the soluble phase

following weathering of crude and refined oils (98). Likewise, Henson and

Hayasaka (99) found that only the water-soluble portion of crude oils was in-
hibitory to glutamate uptake by water column microorganisms from coastal

waters.
The apparent effects of hydrocarbons on bacteria can also vary with time.

Hudak et al. (.100) demonstrated acute inhibition of thymidine incorporation in
coastal bacterioplankton populations upon exposure to naphthalene and phenan-

threne. In longer term ()i2 hours) exposures at high levels, naphthalene (10

ppm) stimulated thymidine incorporation; similarly, while phenanthrene affected

greater long-term inhibition of thymidine incorporation at lower concentrations
(10-500 ppb), cell yields were stimulated after 7 days at 100 and 500 ppb.

Marine bacterial chemotaxis, but not motility or viability, was affected by

both crude oils and aromatic hydrocarbons (101,102). This effect was reversed

when the hydrocarbons were removed, indicating that, in addition to heterotro-
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phy and growth, a bacterium's ability to locate nutrient- or organic-rich microen-
vironments may be compromised by hydrocarbon exposure. No effect of oil on
bacterial attachment and growth was noted for strains isolated by Holloway et al.
(103).

The relatively few studies of microbial species' evenness and diversity gen-
erally indicate both positive and negative shifts in diversity under the influence
of hydrocarbons (104-107). Such changes may be both a result and a cause of
concurrent changes in pelagic trophic structure. Hydrocarbon exposure often
results in an increase in the numbers of hydrocarbon-utilizing bacteria as well as

in total "culturable" and microscopically enumerable bacteria; the magnitude of
the response depends on both the specific environment and the amount and type
of hydrocarbons present (108). Shifts in community diversity and evenness likely
reflect both toxic responses to hydrocarbons as well as competitive interactions
and selection within the microbial community.

Substances used to aid in the dispersal of spilled oil can also affect water
column microbial activities. The dispersant Corexit inhibited the heterotrophic
metabolism of glucose (109). The magnitude of its inhibitory effects was de-
pendent on both its concentration and the presence of inorganic N and p sup-
plementation (110). Corexit (either alone or with crude oil) was found to stim-
ulate bacterial production and increase biomass, presumably through organic
enrichment and elimination of bactivorous predators (111).

2.1.2. Effects on Sediment Bacteria

Several factors distinguish the response of the sediment microbiota to organic
pollutants compared with water column populations. First, organics in the sed-
iments are primarily present in an adsorbed rather than dissolved form. Thus,
while hydrocarbons and other organic pollutants may occur in greater absolute
concentrations in sediments (i.e., per unit volume) their effective concentration
and bioavailability may be limited. That is, physicochemical characteristics of a
given pollutant that determine its toxicity in aqueous solution may not be directly
applie6SG-\sediment environments. S""ond, the microbiota of sediments (at
least surface trediments) generally occur in abundances 2 to 3 orders of magni-
tude greater than those in the water column (see Section 1.1.2.). Thus the
microbiota of sediments may have tolerance to higher concentrations of organic
pollutants than the water column.

In the event of massive inputs of petroleum, the sediment may be cut off from
the overlying water column, eliminating the flux of molecular oxygen from
bottom waters into sediments. Negligible biological degradation of nearly all
hydrocarbons should result (see Section 3.) along with a shift in the balance of
microbially mediated oxidation-reduction reactions within the sediment (112)
(Fig. 8.5). In such cases, physical and chemical weathering of the oil must occur
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before it can be dispersed and mixed into sediments to allow degradation to
proceed.

As suggested above, the available evidence indicates that sediment bacteria

may be less overtly affected by petroleum contamination than their water column

counterparts: indeed, at times their overall metabolism may be stimulated. Mi-
crobial heterotrophy decreased and the percentage of substrate respired increased

in Arctic sediments exposed to crude oil (50 ppQ (113), suggesting that both cell

transport and biosynthesis were adversely affected. However, the inhibition in
sediments was lower than the corresponding inhibition in overlying waters (93).

Neither sulfate reduction nor methanogenesis was significantly altered in sedi-

ments containing weathered oil from the Amoco Cadiz spill off France (114).

However, control sediments in this study contained signiflcant concentrations of
anthropogenic hydrocarbons. Total sediment metabolism and sulfate reduction
were elevated in sediments ofa natural hydrocarbon seep (115), possibly because

of utilization of low-molecular-weight hydrocarbon gases or volatile fatty acids

produced from metabolism of higher molecular weight hydrocarbons. Similar
observations of elevated sulfate reduction and methanogenesis in oil-amended
sediments were made by Griffiths et al. (116).

Apart from their potential toxicity, petroleum and crude oils are carbon-rich

substrates for sediment bacteria (117). However, while hydrocarbons can serve

as sources of energy, they are N and P poor and thus may be less immediately
important as a source of cell C without additional N or P sources. C-rich/N-poor
substrates often select for the development of N2-fixing populations (118). How-
ever, N, fixation was not found to be elevated in hydrocarbon-rich sediments

(116,119,120). Griff,ths et al. (116,120) observed a net decrease in denitrifica-

tion and phosphatase activity in contaminated sediments. Whether this was a

toxic or an adaptive (i.e., to retain N or P within the system) response of the

-qricrobial community is unknown. While no dcute effects on either sediment N,
fixtat(on or denitrification to two types of crude oil were observed, one of the oils
teste@ had significant inhibitory effects on both processes after chronic expostue

OD4. Thls both overall heterotrophic activity and specific respiratory pathways

of biogeochemical significance (e.g., denitrification, sulfate reduction) may be

altered by complex hydrocarbon mixtures. The net effect is likely a result of
hydrocarbon toxicity and organic enrichment and stimulation.

Individual components of hydrocarbon mixtures have been found to affect a

broad range of microbial activities in coastal marine sediments. The PAHs naph-

thalene and anthracene inhibited glucose metabolism and thymidine incorpora-

tion in salt marsh sediments at high (10-1,000 ppm) concentrations (122). An-

oxic sediments were more strongly inhibited by PAH treatment and leSs able to

acclimate than oxic sediments, presumably as a result of greater PAH persistence

in anoxic sediments (see Section 3.). In anaerobic salt marsh sediments, high

concentrations (1,000 ppm) of naphthalene inhibited sulfate reduction and me-
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thanogenesis, but benzene and phenanthrene did not (123). phenanthrene (1,000
ppm) significantly reduced nitrogenase activity and denitrification by salt marsh
sediments, whereas naphthalene strongly inhibited denitrification but had no
significant effect on nitrogenase activity (lZ4).

while oils and individual hydrocarbons are most often the focus of microbi-
ological impact studies, petroleum exploration and drilling activities in coastal
regions also account for the release of other compounds and mixtures that may
affect microbial activity. Foremost among these compounds are drilling muds,
which contain variable amounts of petroleum-based fluids as well as clays and
heavy metals. Enhanced microbial heterotrophic activity is observed in areas
where these muds are discarded from drilling platforms, and activities are greater
for lower-toxicity (i.e., kerosene-based) than higher-toxicity (i.e., diesel-based)
muds (125). water-based muds were found to alter the sediment microbial com-
munity considerably less than hydrocarbon-based muds and for a much shorter
period after their application (126). Hydrocarbon-based muds affected the sed-
iment microbiota in much the same way as petroleum mixtures and oils, i.e., by
decreasing sediment oxidation-reduction potential, increasing anaerobic metab-
olism, and rendering hydrocarbon degradation negligible (see Section 3.).

2.2. Effects of Organochlorine Contaminants

In contrast to hydrocarbons, organochlorine contaminants are generally in-
troduced to coastal areas as individual compounds (e.g., pesticides) or groups of
compounds of similar molecular structure (e.g., polychlorinated biphinyls
[PCBs]) (Fig. 8.10) through agricultural application or industrial discharge. The
important routes for their introduction into coastal waters are atmospheric trans-
port, urban run-off and wastewater discharges, riverine discharge, and sewage
j*r@Numping (Fig. 8.1) (127)- Many of the organochlorine contaminants have
ubiquitous worldwide distributions. Two of the most common groups of orga-
nochlorine pesticides found in coastal environments are DDT (2,2 bis[p-chlo-
rophenyll-l,1,I-trichloroethane) and its analogs (e.g., Methoxychlor) and the
cyclodienes (chlordane, Heptochlor, Aldrin, Dieldrin, Mirex, Endosulfan)
(128). The other major class of organochlorine polrutant, the pcBs, is used
primarily in industrial dielectric, heat transfer, and lubricating fluids. The pCBs
consist of 210 possible isomers of varying numbers and arrangements of cl
atoms attached to the biphenyl molecule (129). The physicochemical character-
istics as well as the toxicity and persistence of pcBs is directly related to the
pattern of chlorination. Most PCBs are not introduced as individual molecules
but rather as commercially available mixtures such as the Arochlors. other
important individual organochlorine pesticides include pcp (pentachlorphenol),
2,4-D-(2,4-dichlorophenoxyacetic acid), and Kepone. Because of their limited
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Fig. 8. 10. Representative organochlorine contaminants

solubilities (130) and hydrophobic nature, pesticides and PCBs will also tend to

)prtltion onto particulate and sedimentary phases (l3l).
1 The cellular-level changes induced by organochlorine compounds that affect

microbial physiology and metabolic activity are relatively well understood for
certain bacteria. Much of the acute toxicity of organochlorines may be attributed
to their hydrophobic (i.e., lipophilic) nature, which allows them to interact
readily with the cell membrane and its components (e.9., phospholipids) (132),
thus interfering with membrane transport. Long-term effects may arise from
either direct or indirect interference of the compound with enzymatic activity,
protein synthesis, and cell replication (133,134).

In spite of the broad documentation of their environmental distributions,
information regarding the effects of organochlorine pollutants on growth, me-
tabolism. and geochemically mediated activities in aquatic microorganisms is

very sparse. Relatively high concentrations of PCBs inhibited growth of isolates
of estuarine heterotrophs (135). Growth of 2 of 17 open ocean isolates was
consistently inhibited at relatively low concentrations (10 ppb) of Arochlor 1254
(136). A corresponding inhibition of the tespiration of glucose and amino acids
was not observed, suggesting a selective interference with cellular replication but
not metabolic pathways. Blakemore (137) went on to determine that growth
inhibition could be attributed to a decrease in the rate of nucleic acid synthesis,
resulting in lower DNA and RNA contents per cell in Arochlor-treated cultures.
The lower rates of nucleic acid synthesis were further hypothesized to be a result
of inhibited adenine transport across the cell membrane. This study is noteworthy
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in demonstrating a specific molecular-level mechanism behind an observed effect
for a marine bacteriallollutant interaction.

Turnover of amino acids by and viable cell counts of estuarine microbes were
not affected by low (ppb) concentrations ofKepone, although higher concentra-
tions inhibited both parameters (138). High concentrations of Kepone, which had
initially inhibitory affects on bacterioplankton incorporation of thymidine, sig-
nificantly stimulated incorporation after 1 day (139). In the same study, pCp
inhibited rates of thymidine incorporation for up to 3 days, after which it recov-
ered and, in some cases, exceeded control rates of incorporation. In salt marsh
sediments, high concentrations (1-1,000 ppm) of DDT had no significant effect
on either thymidine incorporation or glucose uptake by sediment bacteria, but
PCP signiflcantly inhibited both processes at all concentrations (122). The in-
hibitory effects of PCP were much more severe and sustained in anoxic than oxic
sediments. The growth of mixed cultures of estuarine bacteria was inhibited by
1 ppm of Kepone, but it was less inhibited by PCP at higher concentrations (3
ppm) (140), contrary to most other findings of the comparative toxicity of these
two pesticides.

In anoxics*1t6\ sediments, Arochlor 1254 (1,000 ppm) stimulated me-
thanogenesis, whereas\Chlordane, Lindane, DDT, Heptachlor, Kepone, and
PCP (all at 1,000 ppm) were inhibitory 023). Of the same suite of compounds,
only DDT and PCP (=t00 ppm) inhibited sulfate reduction. While 1,000 ppm
levels of Heptachlor, Arochlor 1254,DDT, Endrin, Chlordane, and Lindane had
little effect on denitrification in salt marsh sediments, pcp and roxaphene
strongly inhibited this process (124). Toxaphene stimulated nitrogenase activity,
PCP and Lindane had little effect, while Heptachlor, DDT, Endrin, and Chlor-
dane all inhibited nitrogenase activity in the same sediments (124). Thus, in
some cases (e.g., Toxaphene), N dynamics could be severely altered by the
concurrent inhibition of N removal and stimulation of N input. The relatively
high concentrations generally required in these sediment studies to demonstrate
a response suggests that the toxic effects of the contaminants are mitigated
because of adsorption to the sediment matrix when compared with the much
lower concentrations needed to elicit a response in the marine water column.

3. MITIGATION OF CONTAMINANT EFFECTS BY THE
NATURAL MICROBIOTA

The effects of contaminants reaching coastal waters can be mitigated by the
resident microbiota through their metabolism or transformation in such a manner
that the deleterious impacts of such contaminants are reduced or eliminated. This
potential exists for inorganic nutrients, metals, and organic contaminants.
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3.1 Metals
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Microbially mediated transformations of metals to less toxic forms may result

from direct microbial uptake and incorporation (their metabolism) or through

indirect complexation or precipitation. Metals may also be converted to poten-

tially more toxic forms through methylation (see Gilmour, this volume)'

3.1.1. Metal PreciPitation

--- Metals such as Mn and Fe have active biogeochemical cycles in coastal

*u)afr, serving alternately as electron donors and acceptors (Figs. 8.3, 8.5).

Recent studies have confirmed that F9(IID can serve as a biological elecffon

acceptor for some anaerobic heterotrophs, and this process is coupled with en-

".g"ii" 
metabolism and growth (1a1) (Fig. 8.5). Similarly, Fe(Il)-oxidizing au-

toirophic bacteria are often localized above zones of Fe reduction. Similar re-

actions are thought to occur with Mn (142). Even U is not immune to microbial

transformation, as recently shown by Lovley et al. (143). Abiological reduction

of some metals by sulfide appears to occur (144,145)'

The relative solubilities of metals are strongly influenced by their oxidation

state. Reduced species are often more soluble (63), resulting in increased mo-

bility and loss from the environment in which biological or chemical reduction

occurs. Mobility through increased solubility implies ffansfer to other zones

where uptake may occur or where toxic effects may be manifested. Oxidation of

reduced forms result in decreased mobility and precipitation of the oxyhydrox-

ides that form (63).

Anaerobic bacterial metabolism can also indirectly affect metal solubility and

availability. The predominant mode of anaerobic respiration in most marine

sediments is sulfate reduction (30,38), and an important end product of this

activity is sulfide. At the pH and redox of most sediments, precipitation of metal

sulfides is rapid and the resulting metal sulfides are highly insoluble (146,147).

Several studies in coastal sediments have concluded that the fluxes of many

metals are predominantly controlled by sulfide formation and, therefore, sulfate

reduction 1i+O,t+S;. The importance of sulfide in controlling toxic metal avail-

ability depends to a large extent on the relative capacity of Fe quantitatively to

sequester sulfide (148).

3.1.2. Metal Sorption and Complexation

Marine bacteria can remove toxic metals through uptake, sorption to their

surfaces, or complexation with organic compounds they produce (149). As has

been shown for soil bacteria (150), the sorption of metals such as Cu by bacteria

can be far more significant than uptake (151).
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Chelation of toxic metals by organic molecules can reduce their toxicity (e.g.,
ref . 152). some marine bacteria produce specific extracellular proteins that can
bind metals and allow resumption of growth after initial metal-induced cessation
(153,154). Should this be common among the heterotrophic bacteria, it may
indicate a major role for these organisms in controlling metal toxicity in marine
systems.

3.2. Degradation of Organic Contaminants
--\\ \

Biological *ansformation and degradation of organic contaminants has been
widely studied'in aquatic and terrestrial environments (155). we herein restrict
ourselves to an overview of organic contaminant degradation relevant to coastal
marine environments.

The fate of organic contaminants that enter and remain dissolved in coast-
al waters will depend on a variety of factors (Fig. 8.2a). Besides direct micro-
biological attack, abiotic factors that come into play include physicochemical
adsorption, volatilization, dilution, and, for some organic contaminants in the
euphotic zone, photodegradation. These processes all affect qualitative and
quantitative changes in the distribution of a given contaminant after its discharge
to coastal waters.

High rates of sedimentation in estuaries and ocean margins promote the rapid
deposition of hydrophobic organic contaminants to the sediments where they
may be subjected to a completely different suite of deterministic factors (Fig.
8.2b). In many cases, the rate of sediment burial below the oxic-anoxic interface
may control whether an organic contaminant will be degraded or preserved.
where turbulent regimes dominate, contaminants may be re-introduced into the
water column after desorption from resuspended contaminated sediments
(60,70).

Oxygen availability is a key factor affecting the mode, rate, and extent of
organic contaminant transformation. In the water column where oxygen is usu-
ally abundant and the potential for complete mineralization of specific organic
contaminants may be high, the short residence time before removal of hydro-
phobic organics, whether as parent or intermediate compounds, may minimize
the extent of degradation. conversely, in sediments where contaminants accu-
mulate, rates of transformation may be limited by oxygen.

Complete mineralization of an organic contaminant to CO, is probably the
exception rather than the rule in marine sediments. More often, contaminants are
partially transformed to yield mixtures of intermediate metabolites and mineral-
ized end products. Intermediates may have a greater inherent toxicity than the
parent compound, thus complicating simple predictions of degradation and res-
idence time based on parent compound characteristics (see below).
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Fig. 8.11. Generalized pathways of degradation of petroleum hydrocarbon classes.

3.2.1. Degradation of Hydrocarbons

Hydrocarbon degradation has been investigated in both complex mixtures as

well as with individual model constituents. while considering the material as it
generally occurs in nature, studies of the degradation of petroleum and crude oil
as mixtures are difficult to interpret because of the vast array of compounds
present. Furthermore, effects may reflect synergistic or antagonistic interactions.
As might be expected, a wide range of degradation rates of such mixtures has
been reported. These have been related to inherent compositional differences of
the petroleum mixtures examined, experimental conditions, and the relative im-
portance of such phenomena as cooxidation. The sulfur content, relative abun-
dances of aromatic and aliphatic hydrocarbons, and state of weathering have all
been cited as factors affecting the rates ofdegradation ofthe various constituents
of oil in marine and estuarine systems (156-159). The generally accepted pattern
of susceptibility of hydrocarbon component groups to microbial degradation is
n-alkanes > branched alkanes ) low-molecular-weight aromatics > poly-
cyclics, but system-specific exceptions to this pattern have been found (159).

The degradation of individual petroleum hydrocarbon constituents has also
been examined in coastal environments (Fig. 8.11). Under oxic conditions,
aliphatic hydrocarbons generally undergo attack at one or both ends of the
molecule to yield, sequentially, alcohol, aldehyde, and carboxylic acid func-
tional groups (160,161) (Fig. 8.11). Subsequent oxidations ar one (B-oxidation)
or both (<o-oxidation) ends of the molecule (162) result in correspondingly

\
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smaller fatty acids. Ar{matic hydrocarbons are oxidized by bacterial dioxygen-

ases using molecular olygen to dihydroxy intermediates and, following ring

cleavage, to pyruvicyrld muconic acids (163,164) Gig. 8.11). The alicylic

hydrocarbons are am6ng those most resistant to microbial degradation; they also

require oxygen incorporation into the ring before ring cleavage can occur to yield

the carboxylic acid intermediates (165).

Limited degradation of speciflc hydrocarbon compounds can occur in the

absence of oxygen, especially under denitrifying conditions (166). Certain

monoaromatic compounds with oxygen-containing side chains may be degraded

without oxygen (167). Unsaturated hydrocarbons with terminal double bonds can

be degraded by methanogenic cultures (168). However, these mechanisms for

hydrocarbon degradation appeal to be of minor importance in marine environ-

ments. Anoxic degradation ofpetroleum hydrocarbons occurs at negligible rates

relative to oxic degradation (158,169-173). In organically enriched sediments,

an oxygenated zone may be extremely limited or entirely absent because of

increased rates of microbial 02 consumption and sulflde production. Sediments

receiving large, acute inputs of hydrocarbon pollutants in the form of petroleum

may thus be less capable of eliminating these compounds as rapidly as sedi-

ments that receive low-level, chronic inputs of lower concentrations which allow

the sediments to remain partially oxic. Physicochemical (wind-induced mix-

ing) or biological (bioturbation) processes that enhance the flux of oxygen into

sediments (174) may stimulate rates of microbial hydrocarbon degradation

(17s,t76).

3.2.2. Degradation of Organochlorine Compounds

The role of oxygen in the degradation of many halogenated compounds may

be more complex than for hydrocarbons. While degradation of the carbon skel-

eton may be more rapid under oxic conditions, the initial removal of halogen

atoms (dehalogenation), a key element for the further breakdown of many or-

ganohalide molecules, proceeds more vigorously under anoxic conditions (177).

Nonetheless, some organohalides (e.g., PCBs and halobenzenes) may be de-

chlorinated and degraded under oxic conditions (178). Other factors affecting the

susceptibility of halogenated organics to degradation include the specific halogen

in the compound (179), the number and position of halogen atoms (180,181),

aryl ring substituents (182), and the availability of oxygen (183).

In aerobic environments, organochlorine substances may undergo dechlori-

nation, resulring in a hydroxylated daughter product (Fig. 8. 12) ( I 84, 1 85). Once

sufficient removal of chlorine atoms has occurred, the remainder of the molecule

can be metabolized by mechanisms similar, if not identical, to those of aerobic

aliphatic and aromatic hydrocarbon degradation (see above).
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Fig. 8.12. General degradation reactions of organochlorine compounds.

Aerobic dehalogenation of PCBs can occur through the action of substrate-
specific dehalidohydrolases, which directly displace the halide by -OH, or ox-
ygenases, which indirectly displace the halide by incorporation of molecular
oxygen into the aromatic or biphenyl ring prior to ring cleavage ( 164, 178) . Some

PCBs are degraded aerobically in aquatic environments, with the extent of chlo-
rination and solubility being factors regulating degradation (186). Pseudomonas

atdVibrio spp. were the predominant genera found in seawater that were capable
of growth on and mineralization of PCB mixtures, but in estuarine waters up to
seven distinct genera were found (187). The chlorinated benzoates, major me-
tabolites of PCB metabolism, can also be degraded under aerobic conditions
either directly or through cooxidative processes (188,189).

Several other pesticide and organochlorine contaminants can be attacked un-

der aerobic conditions in marine environments. These include methyl parathion
and malathion (190-193), parathion (194), p-nitrophenol (193), and PCP
(195,196). DDT can undergo degradation to the more persistent DDE in aerobic

environments (185).
Many organohalide contaminants are sorbed to particles and are concentrated

in coastal sediments (12), where they may experience a wide range of redox
conditions and hence diverse means of biochemical alteration. Where surficial
sediments contain oxygen, the depth and extent of oxygenation can vary dra-

matically on both spatial and temporal bases (Fig. 8.13) (see Section 1.1.2.).
Those organohalides that do not rapidly undergo aerobic pathways of degrada-

organrc organ.c
malter mater
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Fig. 8.13. Microelectrode profiles of oxygen in sediments darkened for different lengths of time.
(Reproduced from Revsbech et al. [217), with permission of the publisher.)

tion in oxic waters or sediments may eventually be subducted to anaerobic strata.

The persistence of a contaminant will then depend on the efficacy of anoxic or
coupled oxic-anoxic mechanisms of degradation.

Many chlorinated pesticides are initially degraded to nonchlorinated interme-
diates in anoxic environments by reductive dehalogenation (177). Electrons are

transferred from a reduced organic substance (often naturally occurring organic

matter) to the chlorinated compound via electron-transferring intermediates; a

proton replaces Cl- on the contaminant molecule. Significant rates of reductive
dechlorination may occur when the redox potential of the system is <350 mV
(te7).

The relatively simple halogenated benzoates are readily degraded to the non-

halogenated benzoic acid under anoxic conditions (180). Benzoic acid is one of
the few aromatic compounds that can be completely degraded under anoxic
conditions (198-200). PCP may also be susceptible to reductive dechlorination,
but is only modified to less chlorinated intermediates (201); complete degrada-

tion is observed in aerobic systems (195,196). DDT, methoxychlor, and hep-

tachlor degrade more rapidly and completely in anaerobic systems, and the rate

of degradation increases with increasing organic matter (i. e. , reductant) content
(202). DDT degrades much more rapidly under reducing conditions in marine
sediments (203). Reductive dechlorination of many other compounds, including
chlorobenzenes (204), and chlorinated biphenyls (205) also occurs (206).
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Marine sediments are likely places for dehalogenating microbial populations
to have developed, particularly given the abundance and types of natural halo-
genated compounds that occur in the sea (207 ,208).In fact, the thermodynamic
yield for reductive dechlorination is at least as good under sulfate-reducing as

under methanogenic conditions. However, the majority of studies of reductive
dechlorination have been performed using methanogenic consortia or in me-
thanogenic environments of low salinity and sulfate concentration, since dechlo-
rination was not observed initially under sulfate-reducing conditions (209). More
recently, however, evidence has been presented for reductive dechlorination
under sulfate-reducing conditions as well. The anaerobic dechlorinating bacte-
rium DCB-I dechlorinates at sulfate concentrations up to 20 mM. Kohing et al.
(210) demonstrated co-occurrence of sulfate reduction and reductive dechlori-
nation of chlorophenols in freshwater lake sediments amended with sulfate. Both
Bosma et al. (204) and Haggblom and Young (208) found chlorobenzene and

chlorophenol dechlorination to occur under fully sulfate-reducing conditions in
marine sediments. Genthner et al. {2ll) recently presented evidence for anaer-

obic degradation of chlorobenzoates and chlorophenols in estuarine environ-
ments after relatively long lag periods in the absence of sulfate.

Transformation of certain pesticides, particularly the cyclodienes, may occur
by means of nonmicrobiologically mediated redox couples. Toxaphene, for ex-
ample, is dechlorinated by the Fe(II)/Fe(III) redox couple in the absence of
microbial activity (212,213), but it is also readily degraded by anaerobes (214).

Thus, effective microbial degradation of chlorinated organic pollutants may be

supplemented by abiotic reactions.
Temporal variation of oxidation-reduction conditions in marine sediments

may subject organic contaminants to a variety of metabolic pathways that may
promote or retard their breakdown. While anoxia may be more effective for
dechlorination of particular compounds, oxic conditions may result in more rapid
cleavage of carbon--carbon bonds contained within the hydrocarbon moiety of
these pollutants. Pfaender and Alexander (215) noted that complete degradation
of DDT occurred only when an anoxic regime was followed by aerobic condi-
tions. Fogel et al. (216) found methoxychlor (a DDT analog) to undergo 70-fold
greater degradation under conditions of alternating redox than under either fully
oxic or anoxic conditions.

Shallow marine sediments occurring in photic zones have highly dynamic
O, cycles with surficial sediment conditions varying from oxic to anoxic on a

daily basis (Fig. 8.13) (217,218). In many coastal areas, seasonal water
column anoxia provides variable redox conditions over a somewhat longer time
scale. Bioturbation, irrigation, turbulence, and sediment resuspension can all
serve to oxygenate previously anoxic sediments. Thus, a reasonable potential
exists in marine systems for degradation under sequentially anoxic and oxic
conditions.
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3.2.3. Other Environmental Factors

CAPONE AND BAUER

In addition to oxygen, other environmental factors such as temperature, nu-
ffient concentrations, and salinity are important in hydrocarbon degradation (see

refs. 158,159). Generally, decreased rates of degradation have been observed
with decreasing temperature (219 ,220), but certain cold-adapted microbial pop-
ulations may degrade significant amounts of hydrocarbons (221). Temperature
may be a crucial factor limiting hydrocarbon degradation in arctic regions (158).

Hydrocarbons represent a significant source of additional C for coastal marine
systems, but are relatively poor in N and P. Several studies have concluded that
inorganic N and P limit hydrocarbon degradation (ll7 ,222,223). However, tur-
bulent or diffusive mixing of N and P to bacterial degraders associated with
congealed forms of hydrocarbons may be restricted (158). Recent major biore-
mediation efforts that promoted oil degradation with inorganic nutrient additions
(224,225) seem to confirm that inorganic nutrient limitation can, at times, be a
crucial factor limiting natural biodegradation rates (see below).

The relatively few studies that have examined the effects of salinity on hy-
drocarbon degradation in coastal environments provide, at first glance, a some-
what confusing picture. Bartholomew and Pfaender (226) found that degradation
rates of various organic pollutants (including chlorobenzene and 1,2,4-trichlo-
robenzene) in the water column decreased in an estuarine gradient as conditions
became more marine. Similarly, Ward and Brock (169) observed decreasing
rates of hydrocarbon degradation with increasing salinity in the water column of
a hypersaline lake. In contrast, Shiaris (220) found increasing rates of hydro
carbon degradation with increasing salinity in estuarine sediments. Kerr and

Capone (221) noted that estuarine sediments were able to degrade hydrocarbons
over a broader range of salinities than those from less saline waters upstream.
These results are not surprising. The bacterioplankton of rivers introduced to
estuaries are largely freshwater and may be salinity stressed. Further seaward, as

water volumes and residence times increase, the proportions of indigenous bac-
terioplankton adapted to higher salinity increases (228). Similarly, sediment
bacteria probably represent a less transient population than those in the water
column.

3.2.4. Compound-Dependent Factors

Another suite of factors affecting contaminant degradation is operative at the
compound-microorganism level. These factors include contaminant concentra-
tion, adaptational response of the microbial community, co-oxidation, and cross-
acclimation because of the presence of compound analogues.

Concentration dependence of the rate and extent of pesticide degradation hes

been observed in marine systems, with lower concentrations eliciting lower rales
of degradation (229,230). For hydrocarbons, Tagger et al. (231) initially pro-
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posed that hydrocarbon degradation may cease below certain threshold concen-

trations. The limited information available (172,232,233) suggests that the rate

and total extent of degradation of aromatic hydrocarbons is also directly depen-

dent on the exposure concentration and solubility.
Several mechanisms operative over different time scales may account for

enhanced degradation rates. Relatively short-term (minutes to hours) increases in

degradation rates in response to increases in organic contaminant concentrations

may simply be a result of increased reaction velocity of extant, subsaturated

enzyme systems exhibiting Michaelis-Menten type saturation kinetics. Enhanced

degradation rates after somewhat longer (hours to days) time scales following

significant lag periods may reflect induction of enzyme systems specific for the

transformation of a compound in those organisms with the appropriate catabolic

pathways.
Increased degradation at increased substrate concentration over longer expo-

sure periods may also reflect microbial community adaptation. The microbiota

can respond through the selection of sffains that are tolerant of a particular

compound and/or capable of efficiently utilizing and degrading it. Alternately,

the transfer and proliferation of genetic factors (e.g., plasmids encoding for

specific degrading abilities) among microorganisms that impart biodegradation

capability could promote species shifts.
Adaptational responses of coastal marine microbial communities to hydrocar-

bon exposure have been observed. In several studies, the numbers of hydrocar-

bon-utilizing heterotrophic bacteria increased dramatically upon exposure of a
sample to hydrocarbons (for reviews, see refs. 158,234). Marine and estuarine

bacterial isolates capable of degrading either alkanes or PAHs were tinable to

perform the reciprocal degradation (235), indicating that the simultaneous deg-

radation of different classes of hydrocarbons may require co-occurring guilds of
microorganisms.

A lag period often precedes significant contaminant degradation as hydrocar-

bon-utilizing populations develop. However, prior exposure may result in short-

ened lags and enhanced rates of hydrocarbon degradation in both water column

(100,172,227,236241) populations in coastal systems. Sediment microbial

communities often retain enhanced hydrocarbon-degrading abilities for years

following initial exposute (221).

Adaptational responses have also been noted in the degradation of pesticides

in certain aquatic environments. Riverine sediment/water systems degraded p-

nitrophenol more rapdily following an initial exposure' in contrast to estuarine,

saltmarsh, and marine sediment/water system, which did not adapt (230,242).

Plasmids are suspected to play a role in the adaptation of natural microbial

communities to pollutants (see above). Considerable information exists on the

hydrocarbon-encoding functions of plasmids for simple aromatic hydrocarbons,

with less known for alkane-degrading--encoding plasmids (for review, see ref'

Lf
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243). Plasmids have been found to encode for several compound-specific met-

abolic pathways, especially for mono- and diaromatic hydrocarbons (244). Cat-

abolic plasmid incidence in isolates, as well as the percentage of isolates with
multiple plasmids, can be greater in populations of microorganisms exposed to

hydrocarbons and other contaminants than in those that have not been exposed

(245,246). However, I-nahy et al. (247) found no significant differences in
plasmid occurrence with proximity to an oil field in the Gulf of Mexico, possibly

because of the generally low concentrations of hydrocarbons overall.
Plasmids have also been implicated in the expression of enzymatic activity for

the breakdown of pesticides (248,249). However, beyond these circumstantial

data that plasmids are important components of the adaptational responses of
natural microbial populations, there is little information on the rate at which
plasmids are broadcast after exposure to a contaminant and the extent to which
specific plasmids are retained within the general population once a particular

contaminant falls below a critical concentration.

Co-oxidation and cross-acclimation are two other organism-contaminant fac-

tors of potential importance in marine microbial degradation. Both of these

mechanisms are of greater probable importance where mixtures (e.8., petroleum)

or multiple contaminants are introduced into the coastal environment. Co-oxi-

dation, the coincidental oxidation of co-occurring nongrowth substrates by the

same oxygenases that oxidize the growth substrate, yields no energy or cellular
carbon from the fortuitous oxidation. While the co-oxidized substrate may or

may not undergo complete degradation (i.e., mineralization) by this process, it
may be transformed to a more labile form. Various aliphatic, alicyclic, and

aromatic hydrocarbon compounds undergo co-oxidation (82,250), as do pesti-

cides such as DDT (251). In arctic coastal waters, hydrocarbon co-oxidation may

have been responsible for different hydrocarbon components (alkanes, alicyclics,

and aromatics) being degraded at similar rates (252).

Finally, a system exposed to a particular compound may exhibit a degree of
adaptation when it is exposed to compounds of the same or similar molecular

structure at a later time. This phenomenon has been examined for very few
systems. Barnsley (253) initially found that naphthalene and phenanthrene could
enhance each others' degradation through prior pre-exposures in cultures. In
salt marsh sediments, Bauer and Capone (254) noted that pre-exposure to one

PAH enhanced the subsequent degradation of only certain other PAHs. This

suggests either that common pathways for the degradation of different PAHs

exist or that microbial populations selected for the degradation of a given PAH
have the ability (through several oxygenases or metabolic pathways) to degrade

a number of PAHs. Similar cross-acclimation has been found for 2,4-dichlo-
rophenoxyacetic acid and 2-methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid (255). Cultures

of a 2,4,5-tichlorophenoxyacetic acid-degrading Pseudomono,s were found to
degrade various chlorophenols readily, probably as a result of 2,4,5-T metabo-

til
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lism for which a degradative pathway was established by initial 2,4,5-T exposure

(2s6).

3.2.5. Changes in Organic Pollutant Toxicity and Recalcitrance

The degradation of complex organic molecules by bacteria entails the sequen-

tial formation and metabolism of numerous intermediate compounds en route to

complete mineralization or terminal metabolite formation. The degradation of all

but the simplest compounds results in multiple intermediates produced and se-

quentially transformed concurrent with the metabolism of the parent compound.

In general, larger compounds probably yield greater numbers of intermediates.

Intermediate compounds may have characteristics of toxicity and recalcitrance

distinct from the parent contaminant. Therefore, as physical, chemical, and

biological processes transform the initial compound(s) with time, different com-

ponents of the water column or sediment microbiota (and, indeed, other faunal

and floral components of the communities) may encounter compounds of in-

creasing or decreasing toxicity and biodegradability.
The effects of intermediates are probably best studied by amendment of

specific individual intermediates to systems. Unfortunately, there exists little
information on the interactions between metabolic intermediates of contaminants

and the microbiota of marine systems. In the case of petroleum hydrocarbons,

intermediates are often hydroxylated or carboxylated aliphatic or aromatic de-

rivatives of the original compounds. Hydroxylated intermediates often elicit a

greater toxic response, probably because of their increased polarity and hence

solubility. Calder and Lader (97) found that 2,3-dihydroxynaphthalene, an in-

termediate breakdown product of the PAH naphthalene, was more effective in

decreasing the growth of two species of marine bacteria than was naphthalene

itself. In estuarine microcosms in which naphthalene was used as a model com-

pound, a variety of polar hydroxylated intermediate metabolites were found,

including cis-l,2-dihydroxy-1,2-dihydronaphthalene, l-naphthol, salicylic acid,

and catechol (241). Aliphatic hydrocarbon degradation results in the formation of
numerous fatty acid intermediates (160) that serve as substrates for both aerobic

and anaerobic bacteria (257 ,258) but that may be toxic to hydrocarbon degraders

(223). When mixed hydrocarbon subsffates such as petroleum are considered,

the number of potential intermediates formed may be very large. Further study

of the effects of intermediates arising from model hydrocarbon compounds are

warranted in order to assess the impact of metabolites on marine microbial

communities.
Degradation of organochlorine pesticides may also affect microbial activity.

Time-dependent fluctuations in sediment and soil respiration following applica-

tion of various pesticides was attributed to the sequential accumulation and

depletion of the metabolities of the parent pesticides (259). As noted above for

--1
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hydrocarbons, multiple organochlorine pesticides and contaminants may occur
simultaneously (e.g., in areas of heavy agriculture or as PCBs in commercial
mixtures). Alterations in microbial activities may thus result from synergistic or
antagonistic interactions among contaminants.

3.3. Removal of Inorganic Nitrogen: Denitrification

In many systems, nutrient availability, often as N, limits the rate of primary
productivity by the photoautotrophs. This generalization holds true for plank-
tonic microalgae (50,51) as well as for benthic macrophytes (53,54). The un-
derlying sediments of these communities, however, generally contain an abun-
dance of critical nutrients, derived from the microbial degradation of organic
material in the sediments. Several researchers have estimated that nearshore
sediments could supply much of the calculated N demand of phytoplankton
(e.g., rcfs. 27,51).

For N, several other microbial transformations occur in coastal waters and
sediments and may affect exchanges and availability of N. These include nitri-
fication, N, fixation, and denitrification (3). High rates of N, fixation have been
noted in coastal and estuarine sediments (118,260). Denitrification is of partic-
ular concern because it represents a loss of biologically available N from the
system and may promote N limitation (51,261). Alternately, denitrification may
provide a biological relief valve for excess N (261). Very high rates of denitri-
f,cation have been reported in numerous shallow sediment environments (261,
262,263). Indeed, several studies have reported elevated rates of denitrification
(59,264) concurrent with nutrient loading and coastal eutrophication.

4, EMERGENT PROBLEMS, POTENTIAL SOLUTIONS

The coastal marine environment is a dynamic system. Physical processes that
operate from very brief (minutes to hours; e.g., wind-driven circulation) to
geologic (e.9., sea level change) time scales force natural fluctuations in the
biological communities of these systems. Cyclic fluctuations are well character-
ized, and even predictable, over daily and seasonal scales. Dramatic and sudden
increases (blooms), shifts, and die-offs in components of the biological cofltmu-
nities have also been noted over the last several decades in various coastal
systems and have often been related to anthropogenic perturbations. Such un-
predictable phenomena may be expected to continue and to intensify as human
populations along the coastline increase.

As detailed in the preceding discussion, the microbiota are intimately in-
volved in many of the more obvious manifestations of change in coastal marine
communities, in both a trophodynamic and biogeochemical context. Microbio-
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logical processes in coastal areas also contribute to ecosystem changes at larger

scales. Where human-induced changes have been adjudged to be negative, the

natural microbiota or introduced surrogates may be a useful means for some level

of restoration through bioremediation. However, bioremediation at increasingly

larger scales provokes serious discussion of the implications and ethics of pre-

meditated environmental intervention and manipulation.

In our final section, and within the context of the coastal environment, we

highlight several areas of developing interest and concern that, of necessity,

involve a confluence of biogeochemistry, microbial ecology, and applied and

public health microbiology and that range in relevance from local/regional to

oceanic/global scales.

4.1. Antibiotic Use in Fish Mariculture

Large-scale fish mariculture, particularly of salmonid fish and penaeid

shrimp, is a rapidly burgeoning industry in many coastal areas around the world
(265,266). For instance, the biomass of farmed salmonids in Norway, the largest

producers of net-pen salmon at present, increased from 20,000 tons in 1981 to

over 120,000 tons in 1988 (265). There are several environmental impacts as-

sociated with intensive fish culture, not least of which is organic enrichment of
underlying sediments and general water column eutrophication. However, of
particular microbiological interest is the use of antibiotics as a tool of the fish

farmer (267). Antibiotics, generally delivered in the fish feed, are used in both

therapeutic and, to a lesser extent, prophylactic treatment of the fish stocks,

particularly to combat vibriosis (265). A number of drugs have been used

throughout the world in this application, including chloramphenicol (266,267),

although only oxytetracycline (OTC), Romet-30 (a combination of ormetoprin

and sulfadimethoxine), and sulfamerizine xe approved for use in fish farming in

the United States by the Food and Drug Administration. In 1988, 32.6 meftic

tons of antibiotics were used in Norway, about 0.36 kg of antibiotics per ton of
fish produced (D. weston, personal communication). In the nascent salmon

industry in Puget Sound, Washington, 1.13 tons were used in 1990 in the pro-

duction of 4,500 tons of fish (0.25 kg per ton of fish) (268,269).

Because of wasted feed and low digestive efficiencies of some antibiotics

(e.S., OTC) (27O), a substantial fraction of the drug can be released to the

environment and is predominantly deposited to the sediments. Studies of widely

used OTC indicate that while it may degrade within a few weeks under ideal

conditions (271), under conditions of high sedimentation and rapid burial, as

may be found in some farms, it persists for much longer periods (272,273). At
present, pathways of degradation for OTC are not characterized (27 1) and in any

event appear to be unimportarfi in situ (273). In contrast, other drugs used in fish

farming (e.g., Furazolidone) may be rapidly metabolized (274). As might be
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expected, development ofresistant strains ofbacteria in the gastrointestinal tract
of the farmed fish may occur (e.g.,275).

Residues in the sediments below treated farms can easily exceed minimum
inhibitory concentrations for extended periods after antibiotic treatment (272,
273). Among the various potential results of antibiotic use and its accumulation
in the sediments are inhibition and disruption of the natural microbiota, as well
as the development of antibiotic resistance in sediment populations. Preliminary
evidence seems to confirm these possibilities (274,276,277). With the prognosis
of expansion in this industry, it is important that the environmental impacts of
antibiotic use by the industry be carefully evaluated (278).

As a final footnote, it is interesting to point out that while antibiotics are most
often derived from organisms obtained from diverse natural environments, the
relevance and dynamics of antibiotics in the environment are only poorly un-
derstood in any natural system (279).

4.2. Bioremediation of Oil Spills

The development of effective and appropriate methods of bioremediation has
been a long-standing, if not explicit, objective of many of the studies of the
microbial ecology and biodegradation potential of contaminated environments.
For coastal waters, the bulk of previous bioremediation efforts has been on
hydrocarbon contamination (280). A string of major oil spills over the last few
years (i.e. M.V. Bahia Paraiso, Antarctica; M.V. ExxoruVaWez, Prince William
Sound, Alaska; M .V. Mega Borg, Gnlf of Mexico; and Persian Gulf war spills)
has intensified that focus considerably.

The development of bioremediation as a functional tool has depended most
heavily on the basic understanding of the physiology and ecology of native
bacterial populations. Recent advances in biochemical and molecular technolo-
gies are rapidly finding important applications in bioremediation efforts in var-
ious systems, including coastal marine environments (see Olson and Tsai, Bou-
wer, and Boyle, this volume). Several specific approaches have been proposed
to enhance oil biodegradation (280): 1) optimizing environmental conditions in
order to maximize the contaminant-degrading potential of native bacteia, e.g.,
through supplementation of nutritional factors limiting the growth of hydrocar-
bon degraders; 2) seeding the contaminated environment with strains of bacteria
that are tolerant and capable of rapid degradation of a given contaminant and
thereby supplementing the natural resident microbiota; and 3) supplementing
natural populations with bacteria that have been genomically altered ("engi-
neered") to provide proliferation of a given metabolic pathway.

While genetically engineered hydrocarbon degraders have existed for almost
two decades and have received considerable attention and notoriety, they pos-
sibly represent the least practical approach at present. The successful application
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of genetically engineered contaminant-degrading microorganisms has been im-

peded by the necessity of assessing the potential and perceived impact of such

microorganisms on the natural microflora and on the environment as a whole

(281,282). The second strategy, seeding of bacteria for hydrocarbon removal

following petroleum spillage, has achieved mixed and sometimes disappointing

results (280). The relative success ofexotic bacteria, whether engineered or not,

when added to a given system will depend on many factors including competitive

interactions with native bacteria, their rate of growth in the system, and their
tolerance of the physicochemical environment (159,283,284).

Of these three strategies, the first, which is the least complicated or contro-

versial, has provided the most promising results. With the development of oleo-

philic fertilizers that enhance inorganic nutrient delivery in the vicinity of the oil
(223), several successful field tests have provided evidence ofthe efficacy ofthis
approach (280). The most dramatic, positive results come from the recent pilot
and field tests in the aftermath of the Exxon Valdez spill (225). An existing

population of hydrocarbon degraders in the vicinity of the spill was clearly

constrained by the availability of inorganic N and P. Appropriate additions of
fertilizer were sufficient to increase degradation rates up to threefold. Thus

natural biodegradation enhancement may become a part of future oil spill re-

sponses.

It is interesting to note here the convergence of two relatively removed areas

of current research. Whereas microbial ecologists concerned with heterotrophic

utilization of N- and P-poor petroleum hydrocarbons have long appreciated that

availability of inorganic nuffients might be an important limiting factor to these

heterotrophs (see Section 3.2.3.), it is only relatively recently that the hetero-

trophic population of the marine water column has been reassessed with respect

to its relationship to inorganic nutrients (see Section 1.1.1.). Whereas hetero-

trophic planktobacteria were considered to be net regenerators of inorganic nu-

trients, it appears now that they may in fact be limited by and compete for
inorganic nutrient resources (22,24).

4.3. Marine Viruses: Ecopathotogica! Agents in the Sea?

While viruses have long been recognized as part of the natural microbial flora

of the seas, their ecological role, if any, was unclear because of theil apparently

low abundances in the sea (see ref. 285). However, with the recent revival of
studies of the quantitative ecology of marine viruses, the abundance of viruses

appears to be several orders of magnitude greater than previously thought, up to

108 ml-l (285,286), and hence a more prominent ecological role is indicated.

Indeed, a role for viruses in the lytic infection and regulation of heterotrophic

bacteria, cyanobacteria, and eukaryotic algae has been put forth (285,287).

il
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A possibly related phenomenon, flrst reported slightly before the rediscovery
of marine viruses, has been the large-scale mortality of marine mammals. Epi-
sodes of beachings of dolphins and whales in the mid 1980s were variously
related to ingestion of phytotoxins, specifically, brevetoxin derived from the

dinoflagellate Ptychodiscus breve ttrotgh food chain concentration (288). Al-
ternately, exposure to organochlorine contaminants, specifically, PCBs, with
immunosuppresant activity (288) or infection by indigenous pathogens such as

Vibrio (289) (or both) have been offered as alternate explanations.

More recently, however, massive seal deaths in the Baltic Sea were traced to
infection by a previously unknown virus of the morbillivirus (e.9., canine dis-

temper virus; CDV) group (290-293). Subsequently, a similar virus was de-

tected in porposes and Mediterranean striped dolphins (294,295).
It has been suggested that this virus may have been endemic in harp seal

populations of the extreme north and was only introduced after an invasion of the

North Sea by this species in 1987 (296). Populations of cetaceans and pinnapeds

along the Atlantic coast of North America may also be at risk (291). Further
investigation as to the natural incidence and spread of this virus is clearly war-
rented.

Thus one line of research has identified a previously unknown, possibly
marine, virus in the etiology of disease(s) of marine mammals. Independently,
the viral flora in general has been revealed as a component of the microbial
communities of the sea that needs to be brought into better ecological perspec-

tive. Our understanding of the ecological role of marine viruses should see

unprecedented advances,in the coming decade.

4.4. Radiatively lmportant Trace Gases (RlTGs), Climate Change,
and the Coastal Microbiota

It is now generally accepted that several trace gases (e.9., CO2, CHo, and

NrO) in the atmosphere are increasing steadily in concentration; the consensus

suggests that this increase may contribute to excess global greenhouse warming
(297). The atmospheric increase in CO, is greatest (>l7o pu year) of all these

gases, and CO, may play the major role in global warming. However, CHo and

NrO are both far more potent greenhouse gases (on a per molecule basis) and

may contribute a substantial fraction to overall increases in IR absorption and

wrming (297).
Various complex factors conffibute to the increases in these RITGs. Microbial

processes are involved in the biogeochemical cycles of all three gases and are

particularly well recognized for CHo (75) and N2O (76,298). Another trace gas

with an active microbial connection, DMS, is also involved in climate dynamics
(2ee).
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The oceans are considered to be sources for CHo, NrO, and DMS (75'76,

300). However, such projections are generally extrapolations from relatively
limited data (relative to the vast areal scale being considered), and there is

considerable debate as to the absolute magnitude of these fluxes, as well as to the

relative importance of various oceanic subsystems. Current research is attempt-

ing to assess the contribution of nearshore and coastal areas to the total oceanic

source of these gases, as well as to determine the important factors and feedbacks

that control the microbial processes producing or consuming CH+ (75), N2O

(76), and DMS (77,301,302).
Nonetheless, CO, remains the focus of the most intensive interest and concern

with respect to greenhouse warming. Proposals have recently been put forth that

consider the possibility of artifically fertilizing areas of the ocean with Fe in order

to stimulate algal productivity (thought to be Fe limited in these areas) and

thereby promote biological uptake of CO, (303). Ideally, the biomass accumu-

lated from this enhanced production (and its associated C) would settle and be

sequestered as remineralized CO2 in deep waters for a relatively long period

thereby, offsetting atmospheric increases. Recent modeling efforts indicate that

any bioremediation effort of this sort would require sustained fertilization to have

any substantive effect, and overall the mitigation of atmospheric CO, increases

are likely to be small (304,305). Furthermore, the enhanced flux of organic C to

depth is projected to cause hypoxia or anoxia in waters below the euphotic zone

(30s).
There are important microbiological implications of the development of wide-

scale hypoxia or anoxia (306). Besides fundamental disruption of the trophody-

namic structure, the potential exists for enhancement of anaerobic bacterial pro-

cesses leading to the production of CHo and NrO (306). Thus efforts to sequester

one greenhouse gas (COr) could result in the net production of other, more potent

gases (i.e., N2O, CH4).
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